NAVIGATING YOUR PATH
TO QUICK AND ADAPTABLE PROCESSES
“Recharge” with Pega and Upton Hill
In the end, it’s actually pretty simple: Health
Care businesses constantly need to adapt their
processes and decision-making to support new
products, new initiatives, and new regulations.
Speed-to-market is key. Pega and Upton Hill

focus on improving customer journeys to deliver
meaningful outcomes, and we do it with agile
technologies and projects that focus on the
highest-value outcomes first. Plus, by utilizing
cloud infrastructure, we get it done fast. Period.

HEALTH CARE
INDUSTRY DRIVERS
Upton Hill is a consultancy that
focuses 100% on Health Care.

HEALTH CARE
COMPANY CONTEXT

Aging Population

We advise. We collaborate. We

Value-Based Care

Aging IT Systems

Fee-For-Service

are agile. We are effective. We look
forward to the opportunity to improve

Vertical Integration

Health Care with you!

Cost issues/new market entrants
Rapid ’Care/ ’Caid/ACA need

Govt Policy Changes

Health Care companies are
experiencing industry disruption on
a massive scale. Everything from

Focus beyond physical health

Patient Cost-Sharing

the core payment models to the
alignment of key players is being
rearranged. Companies are being

Competitor Disruption

forced to adapt continuously as their
environment shifts.
At Upton Hill, we have worked

Need for
RAPID RESPONSE
to new requirements
with adaptable
solutions

Constant Automation Need

exclusively with Health Care
companies since our inception. Our
consultants have deep experience with
the industry, and we believe Pega has

THUS, COMPANIES MUST HAVE:

the tools that can solve your complex
and time-sensitive challenges.
We work collaboratively with your
teams to implement solutions and we
do it with an Agile mindset. We stay
focused on key outcomes every day,

Enterprise-ready BPM and Decision Software
Secure, Cloud-Based Applications
Agile Projects with Agile-Friendly Software
Low-Code Apps, managed jointly by
Business and IT

just like you.
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